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Abstract: This paper regards the synthesis of intelligent non-visual sensor-based navigation, motion planning and the integrated control of indoor ambient adaptive wheel-based mobile robots in unknown environments with tire-ground interaction uncertainties. The problem relates to searching appropriate techniques how to navigate towards a target position in an unknown environment when the obstacles to avoid are discovered in real time, and how to maintain collision free motion of a high dynamic performance. Environments characterized by variable ground surface conditions with immobile obstacles of different shapes and sizes will be considered in the paper as unexpected disturbances, i.e. system uncertainties. The tools developed to address this issue thus consist of the combination of cognitive motion planning and control theory techniques, including a non-linear model-based approach. Two characteristic approaches to integrated control are evaluated in the paper: a kinematical as well as dynamic one, in the sense of control efficiency and robustness to the environmental and model uncertainties. Characteristic simulation tests are performed to verify the proposed algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Mobile wheel-based robots are subjected to many recent research studies with aim to provide reliable and robust robotic platforms for broad service applications at home, in office, and at public institutions. Mobile robotic platforms form the basis for the building (development) of high-tech devices, such as personal robots of high performance to be widely used in the future in everyday human life. The problem of the use of such advanced intelligent systems is related to the success in solving complex cognitive and control tasks, such as intelligent navigation,
motion planning and robust control of the system dynamics in conditions of unknown, unpredicted and evolving environments. The problem of ambient adaptation to the unstructured, confined and cluttered environments as well adaptation to the variable ground surface conditions (contingency risks) requires the development of efficient control techniques. A combined knowledge-based and model-based algorithm that couples navigation and control capabilities into a unified control architecture designed for the accurate system navigation and integrated control of wheeled robot dynamics is proposed in the paper. Autonomous mobile robots are required to have high dynamic performance, in the sense of dynamic, non-jerky and smooth motion, in order to ensure the reliable performance of tasks imposed.

Numerous research studies concerning control of wheeled mobile robots were reported in [1], [2]. In particular, non-holonomy constraints associated with these systems have motivated the development of highly nonlinear control techniques. For the sake of simplicity, the control methods are developed mainly for car-like mobile robots. The heuristic methods were the first techniques used to generate motion based sensors. The majority of these works were derived from classic planning methods [3]. The methods of physical analogies assimilate obstacle avoidance to a known physical problem. The representative of them is the potential field method [4]. There are methods that compute some high-level information as intermediate information, which is translated next in motion. The nearness diagram navigation [5, 6] is a representative of this method. In paper [7] a multi-agent, self-organizing system of mobile robots is controlled by the implementation of the genetic algorithm. The solution proposed in paper [8] represents an original approach to the design of the 2-DOF Takagi–Sugeno PI-fuzzy controller based on the stability analysis theorem. For implementation of the ethologically inspired robot behavior, a platform based on a fuzzy state-machine was suggested in [9]. In paper [10], the method of utilization of the low-resolution data for control purposes was applied. In this paper, control is based on fuzzy logic, with the deployment of stochastic digital low-resolution time arrays. The imprecision of the control method was eliminated by stochastic noise superimposed during data gathering, while the negative effects of noise are suppressed both by the fuzzy nature of the decision-making process and by the energy inertia of the controlled object.

The considerations to be conducted in the paper will demonstrate a methodology of the motion control of mobile robots that combines ad-hoc motion planning and obstacle avoidance together with model-based, integrated control of the robotic system. The paper is organized as follows: Section 1: introduction. In Section 2, the modeling of wheel-based robots is presented. In Section 3, sensor-based navigation and motion planning are illustrated. In Section 4, the motion control is presented. Simulation examples and verification of the proposed methodology are illustrated in Section 5. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
2 Modeling of Wheel-based Robots

For the purpose of control system development and the simulation model of a nonholonomic wheeled robot with differential (skid) steering is considered in the paper as presented in Fig. 1. A 2WD indoor mobile robotic platform with differential steering and two auxiliary (passive, i.e. non-powered) wheels is assumed in the paper as a system representative. A non-linear model of such a wheeled mobile robot is considered, taking into account that the robot can move on a sloped surface, too. In the general case, surface inclination angle can appear in both longitudinal $\gamma_x$ as well as lateral $\gamma_y$ direction of motion (Fig. 2) with respect to the longitudinal x-axis of the robot body. The direction of the motion, i.e. the angle of the forward (transport) speed vector $\vec{V}$ (Fig. 1), depends on amplitudes of particular tire angular velocities, rigid-body parameters as well as tire-ground interaction parameters and ground surface condition. The referent coordinate system $OXYZ$ to be considered in the paper is attached to the ground surface. The local mobile coordinate system $oxyz$ is attached to the mass center (MC) of the wheeled mobile robot. Robot motion is consequence of differential steering, i.e. controlled changing of tires r.p.m. corresponding longitudinal $F_x, i=1,2$ and lateral $F_y, i=1,2$ tire forces (Fig. 2), which cause the robot to move in the desired direction and with the desired forward speed. The passive auxiliary tires have zero traction forces $F_x = 0, i = 3,4$. In the general case, when the auxiliary wheels (i.e. their axles) are not collinear with the active (powered) wheels, they can slide on the surface against the friction forces. In this case, the lateral tire forces $F_y \neq 0, i = 3,4$ appear on the auxiliary wheels. In the general case, the forward speed $\vec{V}$ is not collinear with the direction of the longitudinal wheeled mobile robot axis of symmetry. The angle between the velocity vector $\vec{V}$ and the longitudinal x-axis of symmetry is defined by the angle $\beta$ known as the slip angle of vehicle [11]. The particular mobile robot wheels perform corresponding rotational as well linear movements. Linear tire velocities are signed by $v_i, i=1,\ldots,4$ in Fig. 1. In the general case, these velocities do not coincide with the corresponding direction of robot motion defined by the vector $\vec{V}$. The consequence of this is the appearance of tire slipping defined by the corresponding angles $\xi_i, i=1,\ldots,4$ as presented in Fig. 1. Some important geometry parameters of the wheeled robot (rover) are presented in Fig. 1. These are: $b$ is the track of rover, $l_s$ is the relative position of the active wheels with respect to the robot mass centre (MC) observed along the longitudinal x-coordinate direction, $l_f$ and $l_r$ are corresponding distances of the auxiliary wheels (front and rear) from the robot MC.
The vector of the state variables, expressed with respect to the referent coordinate system $OXYZ$ can be written in the form:

$$
\mathbf{q} = \begin{bmatrix} X & Y & \varepsilon \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

where $X$ and $Y$ represent corresponding linear displacements (translations) of robot body $MC$ determined in the absolute coordinate system attached to the ground surface, $\varepsilon$ is corresponding yaw angle, i.e. turning of the rover about the $Z$-axis measured with respect to the $X$-axis (Fig. 1).

### 2.1 Kinematical Model of a 2WD Robot

The kinematical model of the robot presented in Fig. 1, with two active and two auxiliary non-powered wheels can be defined by the following relation:

$$
\begin{bmatrix} \dot{V} \\ \dot{\varepsilon} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} r_t / 2 & r_t / 2 \\ r_t / b & -r_t / b \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \omega_1 \\ \omega_2 \end{bmatrix}
$$

where $V$ and $\dot{\varepsilon}$ represent corresponding amplitudes of the forward (transport) speed as well as yaw-rate of robot rigid-body, $r_t$ is tire radius, and $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ are corresponding right and left tire angular velocities. The transport speed $\dot{V}$, determined in the plane of motion, has two components – the longitudinal $\dot{x}$ and lateral $\dot{y}$:

$$
V = \left\| \dot{V} \right\| = \sqrt{\dot{x}^2 + \dot{y}^2}
$$
Two kinematical variables are needed for tire modeling: tire slip ratio $s_i$ and tire slip angle $\alpha_i$. These variables can be calculated \cite{11, 12} for every particular robot tire using the following relations:

$$s_i = \frac{v_i \cos(\alpha_i) - r_i \omega_i}{r_i \omega_i}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, 4$$

(4)

$$\alpha_i = -\zeta_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, 4$$

(5)

The powered tires $i=1,2$ have no possibility of steering in a direct way while the passive wheels $i=3,4$ are free for turning about the vertical axis to enable better system maneuverability (Fig. 1). The value $v_i$ is the corresponding linear speed of the centre of mass of the particular $i$-th robot tire, and $\zeta_i$ represents the so-called tire speed angle defined with respect to the longitudinal direction of motion collinear to the longitudinal x-axis of symmetry. The translational (linear) tire speeds of tire mass centers are determined by the relations:

$$v_1 = \sqrt{(\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon})^2 + (\dot{x} - b / 2 \dot{\varepsilon})^2} \quad \text{for right wheel}$$

$$v_2 = \sqrt{(\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon})^2 + (\dot{x} + b / 2 \dot{\varepsilon})^2} \quad \text{for left wheel}$$

$$v_3 = \sqrt{(\dot{y} + l_x \dot{\varepsilon})^2 + \dot{x}^2} \quad \text{for front wheel}$$

$$v_4 = \sqrt{(\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon})^2 + \dot{x}^2} \quad \text{for rear wheel}$$

(6)

where the directions of the particular tire velocities (6) are determined by the corresponding angles $\zeta_i$, which are calculated from the expressions:

$$\tan(\zeta_1) = \frac{\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{x} - b / 2 \dot{\varepsilon}}, \quad \tan(\zeta_2) = \frac{\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{x} + b / 2 \dot{\varepsilon}}$$

$$\tan(\zeta_3) = \frac{\dot{y} + l_x \dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{x}}, \quad \tan(\zeta_4) = \frac{\dot{y} - l_x \dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{x}}$$

(7)

### 2.2 Model of 2WD Robot Rigid-Body Dynamics

The model of rigid-body dynamics of the assumed 2WD mobile robot (Fig. 1) is presented in Fig. 2. The dynamic model of this robotic system can be defined in the following form:

$$\mathbf{T} = \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{q}) \cdot \dot{\mathbf{q}} + \mathbf{h}_{\text{org}}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}}) - \mathbf{F}_w(\mathbf{q}) - \mathbf{J}_x \cdot \mathbf{S}$$

(8)

where $\mathbf{T} \in \mathbb{R}^{3\times 1}$ is a vector of the generalized forces/torques acting in robot MC. The vector $\mathbf{T}$ has three components collinear to the main coordinate directions $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ (Fig. 2): the generalized forces $T_x$ and $T_y$ and corresponding generalized
torque $T_e$ about z-axis; $H \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$ is an inertia matrix of the robot-body; $h_{\text{aug}} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1}$ is a vector of centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity forces; $F_w \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1}$ is a vector of external resistance forces and torques that includes aerodynamic resistance, rolling resistance and Coulomb friction forces. Body impact forces (moments) as the consequence of an occasional strike of the robot to the surrounding objects are also taken into account by the vector $S \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4}$. Corresponding Jacobian is defined by $J_S \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$. The vector of generalized forces $T$, defined by (8), can be expressed with respect to the mobile coordinate system $MC_{xy}$. Then, it can be defined in the form:

$$\tau = \begin{bmatrix} \tau_x \\ \tau_y \\ \tau_e \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ M_Z \end{bmatrix}$$

$$M_Z = (F_{x1} - F_{x2}) \cdot \frac{b}{2} + (F_{y1} + F_{y2}) \cdot l_x + F_{y3} \cdot l_f - F_{y4} \cdot l_r$$

where $F_{xi}$ and $F_{yi}$ (i=1,...,4) are the corresponding longitudinal and lateral traction (braking) tire forces (Fig. 2) while $b$, $l_x$, $l_f$ and $l_r$ are the constructive parameters presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 2
Dynamic model of the assumed 2WD wheel-based robot including traction (braking) forces, resistance forces, side impact forces and slope effects

The relation between the generalized forces and torques $T$ expressed in the absolute coordinate system $0XYZ$ and corresponding forces and torques $\tau$ defined in the local coordinate system $MC_{xyz}$ can be defined in the following way:
\[ T_x = \tau_x \cos(\varepsilon) - \tau_y \sin(\varepsilon), \]
\[ T_y = \tau_x \sin(\varepsilon) + \tau_y \cos(\varepsilon), \]
\[ T_z = \tau_z \]

The corresponding matrix and vectors given in (8) are assumed in the form [11]:
\[
\mathbf{H} = \begin{bmatrix} m & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & m & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & I_Z \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{\text{eg}} = \begin{bmatrix} -m \ddot{y} + m g \sin(\gamma_x) \\ m \ddot{x} + m g \sin(\gamma_y) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( m \) is the lump mass of robot system, \( I_z \) is the robot’s axial moment of inertia with respect to the \( z \)-axis, and \( g \) is the magnitude of gravity acceleration. The resultant vector of the aerodynamic resistance as well as the rolling resistance forces and torques is calculated in a way [11]:
\[
\mathbf{F}_w = \begin{bmatrix} -K_x x^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{4} f_i F_z \cos \zeta_i \\ -K_y y^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{4} f_i F_z \sin \zeta_i \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( K_x, K_y \) represents corresponding air resistance coefficients of robot body; \( M_{\alpha} \) is a sum of tire self-aligning torques (slipping resistances about the vertical axis) due to robot turning about vertical axis; \( f_i \) is a rolling resistance coefficient of the \( i \)-th tire, and \( F_z \) represents corresponding tire payload.

The impact force vector \( \mathbf{S} \) has in a general case three particular components \( \mathbf{S} = \begin{bmatrix} S_n \\ S_x \\ S_z \end{bmatrix} \) (Fig. 2). The variation of motion quantity exchanged during the robot strike in the particular impact point (Fig. 2) is equal to the impulse of the impact force \( S_n \) produced in the direction \( \vec{n} \). The tangential impact force component \( S_x \) depends on strike magnitude and corresponding body friction coefficient. Bearing in mind what has been previously said, the following relations can be derived:
\[
S_n = \frac{m \cdot V \cdot \cos(\theta_s)}{\Delta t} \cdot \vec{n}
\]
where $\Delta t$ represents the time interval of impact impulse. The tangential component of impact force $S_t$ is calculated from the relation:

$$S_t = -\mu_s \cdot S_n \cdot \dot{t}$$

(16)

where $\mu_s$ is Coulomb's friction coefficient characteristic for a relative two bodies sliding, i.e. robot-object interaction. In the general case, an impact force causes additional rotation of the robot body due to the particular location $e_n$ of the impact point with respect to the MC (Fig. 2). Then, the turning moment of the impact force about the axis that passes through the MC can be defined in a way, taking into account that $\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{n} \times \dot{t}$:

$$S_\varepsilon = (S_n \cdot e_n - S_t \cdot e_r) \cdot \mathbf{p}$$

(17)

Jacobian $J_s$ in (8) is determined in a form of the transformation matrix that is calculated for the case of system rotation about the $z$-axis for the angle $\theta_s$ as the relative angle between local $x-y$ and $n-t$ coordinate systems (see Fig. 2). In this case, the impact forces and torques $J_s \cdot S$ in (8) can be calculated by the relation:

$$J_s \cdot S = \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_s) & \cos(\theta_s) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta_s) & \cos(\theta_s) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_n \\ S_t \\ S_\varepsilon \end{bmatrix}$$

(18)

### 2.3 Non-linear Tire Model

A considerable number of different models of tire force and moment generating properties have been proposed in the available literature. The standard description of vehicle tire dynamics is the so called the magic formula tire model originally introduced by Pacejka and Bakker [13]. The model provides a set of mathematical formulae from which the forces and moment acting from road to tire can be calculated at longitudinal and lateral slip conditions, which may occur simultaneously. The formula (model) expresses the side force $F_y$, the aligning torque $M_\alpha$ and the longitudinal force $F_x$ as a function of two arguments - the side slip angle defined by (5) and the longitudinal tire slip ratio determined by (4), respectively. The general form of the formula, which holds for a given value of vertical tire load, looks like:

$$f(u) = D \cdot \sin \left[ C \cdot \arctg \left( B \cdot u - E \cdot (B \cdot u - \arctg(B \cdot u)) \right) \right]$$

(19)

The empiric non-linear Pacejka's tire model is shown in Fig. 3. For constant coefficients $B$, $C$, $D$ and $E$ the curve exhibits an anti-symmetric shape with respect to the origin. The formula is capable of producing characteristics which closely
match measured curves for longitudinal $F_x$, side (lateral) $F_y$ force and self-aligning torque $M_\alpha$ as functions of their respective slip quantities: the slip angle $\alpha$ and longitudinal slip ratio $s$. The output variable stands for either $F_x$, $F_y$ or $M_\alpha$ and the input $u$ may represents $s$ or $\alpha$.

Tire payload, i.e. tire torques of rotation, can be now calculated from the relation:

$$\tau_t = F_x \cdot r_t$$

(20)

taking into account the longitudinal tire force $F_x$ and tire radius $r_t$. Tire payload $\tau_t$ as well as tire angular velocity are used as feedback signals for servo-control of wheeled robot motion.

The model of wheeled robot determined by relations (2 - 20) is used in the chapter for synthesis of algorithms for control of robot dynamics in the case of variation of tire-ground adhesion parameters, i.e. in the presence of tire-ground interaction uncertainties.

## 3 Sensor-based Navigation and Motion Planning

The objective of motion planning techniques is to compute a collision-free trajectory to the target configuration that complies with the vehicle constraints (Fig. 4). The objective is to move a vehicle towards a target location free of collisions with the obstacles detected by the sensors during motion execution. The advantage of reactive obstacle avoidance is to compute motion by introducing the sensor information within the control loop, used to adapt the motion to any contingency incompatible with the initial plans.

The approach that is elaborated in this section assumes that the robot is equipped with the corresponding sensors for the detection of obstacles (sonar proximity...
sensors and range-finder sensors) in its surrounding, as well as that it operates in informatically structured environments [14]. This assumes it should be connected to a wireless sensor network that ensures accurate localization of robot and target point (Fig. 4) within the work-space at every time instant. When autonomous robot moves towards the target position and its sensors detect obstacle(s), a corresponding avoiding strategy should be activated. In that sense, robot motion can be described as a compromise between avoiding obstacles and moving towards the target position as presented in Fig. 4. Autonomous robots react to both of the sensed variables (target direction and collision free direction of motion with respect to neighbourhood obstacles) to perform autonomous motion.

![Model of sensor-based navigation and motion planning in presence of obstacles with variable tire-ground interaction conditions](image)

**Figure 4**

Model of sensor-based navigation and motion planning in presence of obstacles with variable tire-ground interaction conditions

For accurate navigation and motion planning in the presence of obstacles, the robot needs to sense the following variables (see Fig. 4): (i) distance to surrounding obstacle(s) within the sensor range (front-rear and right-left sectors of acquiring information), (ii) corresponding relative position of obstacles (i.e. angles measured relatively to the robot longitudinal x-axis of symmetry), and (iii) relative position (azimuth angle) of robot with respect to the target point. Moving towards the target point and avoiding obstacles along the path predicted (Fig. 4), a mobile robot changes its orientation in the work-space as well as its forward velocity. When an obstacle is detected by sensors, the mobile robot slows down and changes its direction of motion according to the actual conditions detected. The navigation strategy of mobile robot is set to enable the automatic guidance of robot in the presence of obstacles and the accurate tracking of the estimated target direction. For the purpose of spatial reasoning in unknown and confined environments, an appropriate fuzzy inference system (FIS) is commonly used technique [14-17] to support such kind of cognitive tasks. In this paper, the FIS
system presented in Fig. 5 is designed for collision free robot guidance in unknown environments with the presence of obstacles of different shapes and sizes.

The fuzzy navigation system, assumed in the paper to navigate robot in unknown, informatically structured environments, is shown in Fig. 5. It represents a multi-input / multi-output (MIMO) system with six inputs and two output ports.

The following input variables are needed to be acquired from the work-space: target direction (azimuth angle of the referent course towards to the goal position); the “course” angle is determined relatively to the local coordinate system attached to the robot MC, with x-axis oriented along the longitudinal axis of robot platform (Fig. 1). The course is positive when the robot has to turn in left and negative when it moves right; proximity (distance) to obstacles in the forward direction; side proximity to obstacles (right-hand side and left-hand side direction); proximity to obstacles with respect to backwards direction; and indicator of motion concerning movement forward, backwards or standby status.

The corresponding output variables of the FIS considered in Fig. 5 are forward speed and yaw-rate of the wheeled robot. The FIS membership functions (MF) that correspond to the particular fuzzy input ports are presented in Figs. 6a-6d. The corresponding MF that corresponds to the output fuzzy ports are shown in Figs. 6e and 6f. The MFs chosen in this robot task have predominantly Gauss form.

The FIS rule database consists of 13 rules that allow the system to navigate properly in the presence of immobile obstacles. The rule data-base is systematized in Tab. 1. Weighting factors related to the particular rules are set to the unit value (Tab. 1). Membership functions and fuzzy rules are designed in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of Matlab/Simulink.
Fuzzy membership functions used for sensor-based navigation input variable: a) “course” [-1.57, 1.57 rad], b) distance from the obstacles in forward/backwards direction, “proximityFwd” or “proximityBck”, [0, 3 m], c) distance to obstacles in side directions – right and left, “proximityRgt or proximityLft”, [0, 3 m], d) status of motion, “motion”, [-1.5, 1.5 m/s], output variable: e) forward speed “speed”, [-1, 3 m/s], f) yaw rate “yawrate” [-2, 2 rad/s].

Table 1
Data-base fuzzy rules designed to ensure robot navigation in unknown environments with obstacles of different geometry and size
4 Motion Control

The control architecture of the wheeled mobile robot considered in the paper represents a modular hierarchy distributed structure. The proposed control system has two hierarchy levels, high and low. The high control level consists of a cognitive block (a knowledge-based block based on the fuzzy inference system presented in Fig. 5) coupled with a complementary model-based module. Such a controller takes into account the dynamics of the entire robotic system (2)-(20), including robot rigid-body dynamics, tire non-linear dynamics and tire-ground interaction effects (slipping, rolling resistance, etc.). The high control block is charged for sensor data acquisition, signal processing, sensor data fusion, sensor-based navigation, motion planning and the control of robot dynamics as well the appropriate control load distribution per particular robot wheels.

The low control block ensures the servo-control of DC-motors, whose task is the regulation of tire load (traction or braking torques) and tire angular velocities. In order to build the control for the wheeled mobile robot (Fig. 1) considered in the paper, the following assumptions have to be satisfied: (i) The model presented by relations (2 - 20) describes the system’s physical behavior with satisfactory accuracy. (ii) The parameters of the model are acquired directly from the system by measurement or by estimation using corresponding sensor-based acquired information. (iii) In every sampling time it is possible to determine in a precise way the location (position) of the robot in the work-space as well as the location of the target point (Fig. 4) using corresponding localization sensors. (iv) Corresponding tire-ground interaction parameters (slipping and rolling resistance coefficients) can be estimated by use of the model described in Section 2. (v) Proximity sensors detect obstacles in the range of two meters with satisfactory accuracy.

If the previously listed assumptions are satisfied, the control system proposed in the paper is capable of ensuring high dynamic performance as well precise tracking of the target direction (Fig. 4). Concerning the accuracy of the model presented in Section 2, the relations (2 - 20) describe the entire system behavior (physics) including its empiric tire non-liner model. The tires of wheeled robots are factors that cause potential uncertainties in the system. Due to these reasons, their influence upon the system behavior is significant, and it is very important for the control efficiency that the tires’ actual dynamics be modeled in an appropriate way. The parameters of rigid body model can be identified directly via measurement of the system or calculated based on appropriate measurements (e.g. robot mass, moments of inertia, dimensions, etc.). Tire-ground interaction parameters (adhesion parameters) are also estimated using appropriate experimental measurements and relations describing tire non-linear model.

The control algorithm of the wheeled mobile robot has to provide accurate path tracking and high dynamic performances of entire system. A control algorithm capable of providing such performance can be written in the following form [11]:

---

– 125 –

---
The relation for the system dynamics is given by:

\[
T = H(q) \cdot \dot{q} + h_{\text{eqg}}(q, \dot{q}) - F_w(q, \dot{q}),
\]

(21)
\[
\dot{q} = \ddot{q}_0 - K_d \cdot (q - \ddot{q}_0) - K_p (q - q_0)
\]

where \(K_p\) and \(K_d\) are corresponding matrices of the proportional and differential control gains, while the other values appearing in (21) have been already explained in (8). From (11) the generalized forces \(T_x, T_y\) and turning (spinning) torque \(T_\varepsilon\) are determined with respect to the absolute coordinate system (Fig. 1). Then, corresponding driving forces and torques in the longitudinal \(\tau_x\), lateral \(\tau_y\) and yaw \(\tau_\varepsilon\) direction are calculated from the relations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_x &= T_x \cos(\varepsilon) + T_y \sin(\varepsilon), \\
\tau_y &= -T_x \sin(\varepsilon) + T_y \cos(\varepsilon), \\
\tau_\varepsilon &= T_\varepsilon
\end{align*}
\]

(22)

Generalized forces \(\tau_x, \tau_y\) and torque \(\tau_\varepsilon\) are produced by corresponding tire forces \(F_x\) and \(F_y\) acting in the longitudinal and side directions (Fig. 2). The 2WD rover must be considered as an "over controlled" system since in the considered particular case there are four tire forces \(F_{x1}, F_{y1}, F_{x2}, F_{y2}\), shown in Fig. 2) while the global robot motion is performed in three particular coordinate directions: \(x, y\) and \(\varepsilon\). The unknown forces \(F_{ai}, i = 1,2\) and \(F_{yi}, i = 1,2\) can be calculated indirectly (in a reverse way) from the relations (9) and (10), taking into account pre-determined generalized forces/torque \(\tau_x, \tau_y\) and \(\tau_\varepsilon\) from (22). In order to perform one such procedure some additional relation must be provided to enable the calculation (by elimination of one unknown variable) of unknown tire forces \(F_{x1}, F_{y1}, F_{x2}, F_{y2}\). This auxiliary relation that enables a decrease in number of unknown variables is:

\[
F_{y2} = \kappa_2 \cdot F_{y1}
\]

(23)

where \(\kappa_2 = F_{y2}/F_{y1}\) is the corresponding ratio (coefficient) that defines the relationship between the particular side force amplitudes \(F_{y1}\) and \(F_{y2}\) of the right and left side wheels. Taking into account relation (23), as well including it into (9) and (10), the corresponding three equations upon the three unknown variables \(F_{x1}, F_{x2}\) and \(F_{y1}\) can be solved from:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_x &= F_{x1} + F_{x2}, \\
\tau_y &= (1 + \kappa_2) \cdot F_{y1} + F_{y3} + F_{y4}, \\
\tau_\varepsilon &= b \cdot F_{x1} - b \cdot F_{x2} + (1 + \kappa_2) \cdot l_x \cdot F_{y1} + F_{y3} \cdot l_f - F_{y4} \cdot l_r
\end{align*}
\]

(24)
From (24) and auxiliary term (23) the unknown tire forces $F_x, i = 1, 2$ and $F_y, i = 1, 2$ are calculated. The tire forces $F_y, i = 3, 4$ appearing on the auxiliary tires are considered as disturbance of the system. The actual control variables of the wheeled mobile robot are not tire forces but particular angular velocities of the active wheels $\omega, i = 1, 2$ (Fig. 1). Since the longitudinal $F_x, i = 1, 2$ and lateral tire forces $F_y, i = 1, 2$ are non-linear functions of the arguments, such as tire slip ratio $s$, and tire slip angle $\alpha$, this implies the necessity of an inverse procedure to be conducted in order to determine the actual control variables $\omega, i = 1, 2$. Accordingly, the corresponding tire slip ratios $s, i = 1, 2$ and tire slip angles $\alpha, i = 1, 2$ should be calculated before.

Theoretical aspects of modeling, spatial navigation, motion planning and control of robot dynamics considered in Sections 2, 3 and 4 will be verified in Section 5.

5 Verification of the Proposed Methodology

In order to verify the proposed navigation and control methodology, several characteristic simulation experiments are performed and analyzed in this section. An industrial, middle size indoor mobile robot platform RobuLab-10 (Fig. 1) is assumed for the purpose of simulation experiments whose model parameters are taken from the corresponding product-sheet [12] and given in the Appendix of the paper. The robot chosen is simulated moving in conditions of unknown environment, modeled as kind of an indoor labyrinth scenario (Fig. 7), and in conditions of confined work-space with the appearance of different ambient contingency risks, such as: variable tire-ground interaction characteristics (e.g. variable slipping coefficient and rolling resistance) and irregular geometry (e.g. obstacle shapes the and sizes of surrounding obstacles). For this purpose, the Virtual WRSN, a specialized modeling/simulation software toolbox for Matlab/Simulink, was used [14].

The first considered simulation example brings together and compares the characteristics of two concurrent control approaches to be applied with mobile wheel-based robots, kinematic (differential steering) and a dynamic (skid steering) approach. Differential steering is based on the calculation of referent right and left tire angular velocities and directly from (2), neglecting the effects of slipping of the robot tires and neglecting their distinct non-linear nature. The concurrent skid steering approach takes into account the entire rigid-body robot dynamics, non-linear tire dynamics and variable tire-ground interaction characteristics such as tire slipping and rolling resistance.
In order to provide an appropriate comparison of two considered concurrent control approaches, the simulation conditions assumed should be equal (same) in both test cases. This means the same navigation strategy as well as the same motion conditions (tire adhesion characteristics) are considered during the simulation tests. The slipping coefficient in the considered simulation examples is assumed to be $\mu = 0.75$. This corresponds to a dry, relatively high-adhesive tire-ground surface.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7**
Simulation of wheel traces of the mobile RobuLab-10 robot (Fig. 1) obtained in the cases:
- a) path realized by control algorithm based on use of the kinematical approach, and
- b) path obtained by means of implementation of integrated (dynamic) control

The curvilinear motion of the mobile robot RobuLab-10 in an assumed labyrinth scenario (Fig. 7) was performed from the start-point towards the target-point along the target direction in the presence of surrounding obstacles of different shape and size. Under the same conditions, the robot-rover is controlled by use of dynamic control approach, too. The corresponding wheel traces of one such motion is shown in Figs. 7a and 7b. By comparison of performances of the two chosen test motions shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, better (smoother) motion appears in the case when a dynamic control is applied than in the case when a simplified kinematical algorithm is used. Consequently, robot with kinematically-based control makes the trip in approximately 46 (s) while the same robot needs less time (approximately 39 (s)) with the use of the dynamic control algorithm to perform the same task. The consequence is that the dynamically controlled robot moves noticeably faster than the same robot controlled in a kinematically-based way. The robot behaviour corresponding to the cases presented in Figs. 7a and 7b, is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b by presentation of the corresponding state variables as characteristic system state indices.

With the analysis of these two motions, the following conclusion can be brought out. The dynamic control of robot motion ensures comparatively better system
performance and maneuverability than the concurrent kinematically-based algorithm. It is characterized by more smooth and faster motion along the path. In addition, in cases of cornering manoeuvres (shown in Sectors B and C, Figs. 7a and 7b), the robot keeps (tracks) an imagined middle line of the corridor in a better way when it is controlled by the dynamic-based algorithm proposed in the paper.

![Figure 8](image)

Robot state variables captured during the motion through the Sector “A” (Figs. 7): a) actual forward speed and yaw-rate of robot obtained in the case of kinematical approach applied to control robot motion, b) the same state indices obtained for the case of dynamic approach to control the same system.

In such a way, by use of dynamic approach to control robot motion, less risk of collision with surrounding obstacles is attained, especially in the cornering manoeuvres. The reason why the dynamic control approach provides better system performance than the concurrent kinematical approach can be explained in the following way. By calculation of the referent tire angular velocities and directly from the robot kinematic model (2), the tire non-liner effects as well as the influence of tire-ground interaction factors are not taken in account.

The second simulation example considered in the paper regards the case when tire adhesion parameters vary during robot motion. Instead of the previously considered $\mu = 0.75$, a new decreased friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.45$ is introduced as a potential contingency risk of the robot motion. It corresponds to the case of a very slippery, low-friction floor surface. The corresponding simulation results that demonstrate one such dynamic behaviour are presented in Figs. 9a and 9b. Complementary simulation results presented in Figs. 9a and 9b are given to support the aforementioned theoretical considerations as well as to highlight the benefits of implementation of the proposed dynamic control with respect to the simplified kinematical approach to control motion.

Tire angular velocities are calculated by taking into account the linear tire speed, tire slip ratio and tire slip angle. The obtained right and left tire angular velocities $\omega_i, i = 1,2$ for robot motion presented in Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 10.
Conclusions

The paper regards sensor-based, non-visual navigation and integrated control of indoor ambient adaptive wheel-based robots in unknown environments with contingency risks. The proposed architecture couples at the high functional level two specialized modules: a knowledge-based block and a model-based block. The cognitive knowledge-based block is synthesized for sensor-based navigation and spatial reasoning while the complementary model-based module is dedicated to the integrated control of robot motion and system dynamics.

Figure 9
Wheel traces obtained in simulation tests for a characteristic “S” cornering maneuver (Sector C, Figs. 7a and 7b) in a case of low friction conditions (0.45): a) case when the system is controlled by implementation of dynamic, and b) simplified kinematical approach.

Figure 10
Comparison of the tire angular velocities \( \omega_i, i = 1, 2 \) observed for a fragment of robot motion (Fig. 9) on the low-friction ground surface (\( \mu = 0.45 \)): a) dynamic, and b) kinematical control approach.
Navigation and control modules are coupled within a unique robot controller that is designed to ensure non-visual, target-oriented accurate navigation in unknown environments with contingency risks. The risks regard to variable tire-road interaction conditions, such as uncertainty in slipping conditions and rolling resistance as well as in variety of obstacle shapes and sizes. The cognitive navigation module must enable reliable, collision free motion in the presence of different obstacles. The proposed integrated control of a mobile robot is designed to improve dynamic performances (longitudinal and lateral stability, maneuverability in a confined and cluttered environment, etc.) of the robotic system and to ensure the accurate tracking of target direction towards a goal point. The paper considers the non-linear form of tire model and tire-ground interaction effects and proposes how this model can be effectively used for estimation of contingency risks and compensation of their influence upon the system. The aforementioned control structure ensures better system robustness to the system uncertainties of different type and better implementation capabilities of indoor mobile robots.
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Appendix

Kinematical and dynamic parameters of the industrial mobile robot platform RobuLab-10 [8] was assumed for modeling and simulation in this paper. Parameters are taken from the product sheet or estimated by use of the model. Control gains are synthesized in a manner described at the end of Appendix. Parameters used in the paper are presented in Table A1. Tire model coefficients $B_j, C_j, D_j, E_j, j = 1,2,3$ whose values are given in Tab. A1, are determined from
the corresponding empiric tire force graphs. Index $j = 1$ is used for the longitudinal tire force model, $j = 2$ for the lateral tire model and $j = 3$ for the tire self-aligning torque model curves.

Control gains of the PD regulator to be used in (21) are determined by implementing of the Pole Placement Method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A1</th>
<th>Kinematical, dynamic and control parameters used in simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_i$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_f$</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_r$</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_x$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_t$</td>
<td>0.6042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_x$</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_y$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{ri}$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1, B_2, B_3$</td>
<td>0.0985, 0.1884, 0.4966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1, C_2, C_3$</td>
<td>1.65, 1.30, 2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1, D_2, D_3$</td>
<td>38.84, 38.84, 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1, E_2, E_3$</td>
<td>(-7.4617, -2.8556, -0.1006) x 10$^5$ x 10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_p$</td>
<td>355.3058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d$</td>
<td>37.6991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frequency and the relative damping coefficient of the close-loop control system are chosen to be $f_{PD} = 3.00$ (Hz) and $\zeta_{PD} = 1.00$. That ensures the poles of the control system are in the left plane. The following relations are used to determine the PD control gains (obtained values are given in Table A1):

\[
\sigma = 2\pi \cdot f_{PD} \\
k_p = \sigma^2, \quad k_d = 2 \cdot \zeta_{PD} \cdot \sigma \\
K_p = \text{diag} \{k_p\}, \quad K_d = \text{diag} \{k_d\}
\]